INTRODUCTION
The goal of our current research effort, Project NEMO (see Ehret, Gray & Kirschenbaum, 1997; Ehret, Kirschenbaum and Gray, this volume) , is to provide a step-by-step account of cognitive processing required for the submarine approach officer's (AO's) situation assessment task. Situation assessment for the A0 entails determining the bearing, range, course, speed, and intentions of other ships in the area. This task is performed in a complex and dynamic environment where the raw data are unstable sound signals concealed in the cacophony of the undersea environment. Although these data are processed both by machine and personnel before reaching the AO, the processed data is noisy and sometimes even conflicting.
The first phase of the project entailed collecting verbal protocols from AOs as they performed a situation assessment task on a high-fidelity simulator. The analysis of this data provided us with the cognitive structure of the task but also revealed the need for better tracking of information flow, i.e., precisely what information the A0 was getting from the displays.
To fill this need, we developed Ned, a scaled world built in Macintosh Common Lisp. Ned is a scaled world in that it contains the critical informational content of the high-fidelity simulation environment upon which it is based, yet enables us to precisely track access to that information. This enhanced tracking is achieved via a reduction in number of information fields, elimination of redundant fields, the restriction that only one display be visible at a time, and the requirement that the A0 click the mouse on a field before its contents are revealed (all information fields are covered by gray boxes, although their labels are not).
All four of Ned's modes will be demonstrated (see description of modes in Table 1 ). All actions in interface captured to log file .
Data on "actual" positions of targets also written to log file .
Data in log tile encoded via automated protocol translation . Runnable cognitive models interact directly with simulation _ j Read information in fields + Send actions to displays l Performance data captured to log file l Ability to play back actions on Geosituational plot.
